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Abstract. The paper is an opinion. It is known that mate choice in vertebrates is based on certain
morpho-physiological criteria that translate into health and vigor of a potential mate. This is the typical
preference, specific to most individuals, which provides the individual and most of his descendants with
the best reproductive fitness. However, there are individuals with an atypical preference, which is often
variable, for instance: the preference of a male for masculine females, preference of a female for
effeminate males, preference of a normal individual for hermaphrodites, preference for individuals
belonging to other species, homosexual preference, etc. These individuals which express abnormal
behavior have a reduced reproductive fitness and produce fewer offspring under normal circumstances.
At a first view, like other atypical preferences, homosexual behavior does not give the individual any
selective advantage, but it is detrimental because it does not bring a greater number of descendants.
Then we ask why this detrimental behavior does not disappear by natural selection. Homosexual
behavior should be seen as an atypical preference of the individual for choosing a mating partner.
Surprisingly, from time to time atypical preferences might be decisive factors in species survival and
evolution.
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Mate choice is one of the primary mechanisms under which evolution can occur. It is
characterized by a selective response by animals to particular stimuli which can be
observed as behavior (Bateson et al 1985; Guevara-Fiore & Endler 2018).
It is known that mate choice in vertebrate species is based on certain morphophysiological criteria that translate into health and vigor of a potential mate (Brooks &
Endler 2001; Jayasooriya et al 2002). This is the typical preference, specific to most
individuals, which provides the individual and most of his descendants with the best
reproductive fitness (Houde 1997).
However, there are individuals (less frequent) with an atypical preference, which
is often variable, for instance: the preference of a male for masculine females, preference
of a female for effeminate males, preference of a normal individual for hermaphrodites,
preference for individuals belonging to other species, etc. These individuals which express
abnormal behavior have a reduced reproductive fitness and produce fewer offspring
under normal conditions.
If the variability of preference in mate choice has been explained in many papers
(Endler & Houde 1995; Graber et al 2015; Auld et al 2017), extreme (atypical)
preferences have not been convincingly explained.
Homosexual behavior has been observed in many vertebrates, including guppy
males (Poecilia reticulata) (Field & Waite 2004) (see Figure 1). It apparently does not
give the individual any selective advantage, but it is detrimental because it does not
bring a greater number of descendants. Then we ask why this detrimental behavior does
not disappear by natural selection.
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Figure 1. Homosexual behavior observed in guppy (www.flickr.com/photos/orkomedix/).
In my opinion, homosexual behavior should be seen as an atypical preference of the
individual for choosing a mating partner. Why does not the atypical preference
disappear? Because, surprisingly, from time to time it plays an important role in species
survival and evolution.
In the case of reproductive isolation (captive individuals) on the islands or after
the partial drying of the waters where the animals live, the animals would be doomed if
all the individuals would have elevated preferences for a potential mate. In such
situations of numerical decrease of the population, decisive in the perpetuation of the
species become those individuals willing to make compromises in choosing the partner.
Populations with variable preferences and individuals with variable preference may be
those who will succeed interspecific hybridization with related species (see casual
interspecific mating presented in: Valero et al 2009; Bias 2013; Franchini et al 2018) or
mating with atypical conspecific individuals that can be more adapted to the newest
conditions.
The role of interspecific hybridization in speciation has been demonstrated or
discussed in Poeciliids (Păsărin & Petrescu-Mag 2011; Oroian 2015; Franchini et al 2018),
but also in other vertebrates, including hominids (Ackermann et al 2016).
Thus, atypical preference plays an important role in the production of interspecific
hybrids and introgressions, which in turn are important in species evolution. This is why
the atypical preference for mating partner does not disappear from the population.
To confirm my hypothesis, it would be interesting to observe in guppy fish
whether males with pronounced homosexual tendencies are the same who will accept
atypical females belonging to different species. Such a study could demonstrate that the
typical preference ensures the prosperity of the population in optimal environmental
conditions, while atypical preference is only the way to survival and perpetuation of those
individuals facing spatial isolation and numerical decrease.
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